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THE END IS
NIGH FOR US
BOB and DI BANKS -Parc Verger

We’ve all seen the cartoons of a man
with a long beard wearing a long
robe carrying a sign on which are
those words, and we are surprised to
find almost a personal meaning in
them at this time. We have so
enjoyed our life during these last
ten years at Parc Verger that it seems
unbelievable that we could leave
here, yet all good things must come
to an end sometime.

Through the good offices of ARVM we
have had the opportunity of sharing with
you some of our experiences and
pleasures over these years, as well as
some of the joys of living in this beautiful
part of France. The house we are buying
locally has two sets of double gates, one
leading to the garage and one that leads
to the side of the house, ideal for a
motorhome, if not an RV. So after a
settling-in period we will look at our
options for getting back on the road –
there is so much of France that we have
still to explore, let alone being ideally
situated for a foray into Spain and
Portugal.
As we said in last month’s issue, the
new owners Franc and Lisa are RVers and
looking forward to meeting our ARVM
friends, some of whom they will already
know of course. They have some really
good ideas about developments, which
we are sure that those who know Parc
Verger will enjoy. As for those who have
still to experience this unique site – what
are you waiting for?!!!
What do those who have visited the site
have to say about it? Look at our visitors
page on the Parc Verger website
www.parcverger.com. Or just look at
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some of those on site now. Pitch 1 – the
fifth visit for this RV; Pitch 2 – this RV
came last year for two months and have
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already doubled that this year. Pitch 6 –
here for their fourth summer; Pitch 8 –
came last year, arrived back at the end of
May for over three months this year.
Those are just some of the folk on site
now. We can look after outfits when
owners drive or fly back to the UK (the
airport is only 31km from here, just half
an hour’s drive)
So it’s goodbye from us and hello from
them. Thank you from us to Paul and
Jeni – if they had not published that letter
asking why there was no decent site for
RVs en route to and from Spain we would
have missed out on a lot of fun and
pleasure, not to say a lot of friends.
Thanks too for all who have visited over
these years – we have enjoyed your
company, please keep coming. Finally
thanks to Franc and Lisa, to whom we
pass Parc Verger with the wish that they
will enjoy every moment as much as we
have.
June 2015

